Large-Scale Implementation of Collaborative Care Management for Depression and Diabetes and/or Cardiovascular Disease
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Background: Collaborative care models have been shown to improve mental and physical health, but their effectiveness varies. Implementation science frameworks identify measures at the structural (eg, sociocultural context, public policies), organizational, provider, innovation, and patient levels that may facilitate or impede collaborative care effectiveness.

Objective: To describe commonalities and variation in multilevel measures associated with the implementation of Care of Mental, Physical, and Substance-Use Syndromes (COMPASS), a large-scale collaborative care intervention for depression, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

Design: Qualitative study using semistructured descriptive data obtained from annual site visit reports and supplemental site surveys.

Participants: COMPASS care teams from 8 health care systems serving 3854 patients with active depression and poorly controlled diabetes and/or cardiovascular disease.

Intervention: COMPASS included weekly case reviews with a consulting physician and psychiatrist, a patient-tracking registry, and monitoring of hospital and emergency department use.

Main Measures: Site visit reports were analyzed with Atlas.ti software to qualitatively describe implementation measures and their variation across sites.

Key Results: Nine measures were identified that impacted implementation efforts across health systems: (1) challenges in health systems’ organizational environments, (2) prior care coordination experience, (3) physician engagement, (4) care team trust and cohesion, (5) care manager training and experience, (6) patient enrollment length, attainment of clinical targets, and frequency/content of care manager contacts, (7) patient-tracking registries, (8) quality improvement and outcomes monitoring reports, and (9) patients’ social needs.

Conclusions: Understanding multilevel measures impacting COMPASS implementation could increase the success of future collaborative care implementation efforts. (J Am Board Fam Med 2018;31:702–711.)
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Collaborative care management (CCM) involving behavioral health and primary care providers (PCPs) entails a structured, multicomponent approach using principles from the chronic care model, including consultation and decision support to PCPs from mental health specialists. Typical collaborative care components include the use of a patient-tracking registry, monitoring of hospital and emergency department use, and weekly case reviews with a consulting physician and psychiatrist.
of evidence-based protocols for treatment initiation and adjustment, and strategies for engaging patients in treatment goal-setting, medication adherence, and self-management. These CCM components have demonstrated effectiveness in reducing depressive symptoms, levels of glycohemoglobin, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and systolic blood pressure (SBP), as well as improving care processes, for patients with depression and with co-occurring chronic medical conditions, such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and asthma.8–15

However, there are large variations in the effect size on outcomes of CCM models.2–4,13 These variations are likely due to differences in the implementation of CCM, including mode of contact (in person, phone, e-mail), intensity and/or frequency of contact, case load, staff characteristics, delivery models (a focus on medication vs behavior change using motivational interviewing and/or behavioral activation strategies), individual provider versus team approaches, and the types of health systems (integrated systems vs individual medical practices; fee-for-service vs capitated payment). Patient characteristics such as disease severity and social nonmedical needs also contribute to variation in collaborative care effectiveness.

Implementation science provides several frameworks with which to organize the numerous factors accounting for variations in CCM effectiveness.16–18 A systematic review by Chaudoir et al19 of factors affecting implementation of health innovations broadly categorizes this variation within structural (public policies, political, social or economic climate), organizational (innovation climate, leadership effectiveness), provider (training, attitudes toward evidence-based practice), innovation (relative advantage, complexity), and patient (motivation, severity of illness) levels, each of which can facilitate or impede implementation efforts.

Although variations in CCM models have been extensively described,20–29 research on their actual large-scale implementation is more limited.30–33 This article provides a qualitative description of implementation measures impacting a large-scale collaborative care model for patients with depression and comorbid diabetes and/or cardiovascular disease. The CCM model, Care of Mental, Physical, and Substance-Use Syndromes (COMPASS), was implemented within 8 health care systems across the United States over a 3-year period.

Methods
Setting and Participants
The COMPASS model has been described elsewhere.15,34,35 Briefly, COMPASS was supported by a 3-year award (2012 to 2015) from the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation to implement and evaluate health care innovations. COMPASS was led by the Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement and implemented through a collaboration of 10 COMPASS partners, including 8 implementation partners and 2 supporting partners, representing 18 medical groups and over 172 clinics across 8 states. A total of 3854 patients were recruited into COMPASS between February 2013 and March 2015. Patients were eligible for COMPASS if they had active depression (PHQ9 of at least 10)16 and one of the following poorly controlled medical conditions: diabetes mellitus with an HgbA1c >8% or SBP >145, and/or cardiovascular disease with SBP >145. Patients over 65 years of age were also eligible for COMPASS if they had active depression and SBP >160.

Each implementing site received institutional review board approval for the research and evaluation portions of the COMPASS implementation.

COMPASS Intervention Components
COMPASS partners were asked to adhere to the following core components in their implementation efforts: (1) a clearly defined care management process with a care team of at least one care manager (CM), physician consultant, and psychiatrist who conducted weekly systematic case reviews (SCR), focusing on treat-to-target guidelines; (2) a care management tracking system (CMTS) to track
patients for follow-up contacts and to collect information for routine aggregate and site-specific quality improvement (QI) reports; and (3) monitoring of hospital and emergency department use to prevent unnecessary readmissions.

**Data Collection**

Semistructured interview and observational note data on implementation across the 18 COMPASS medical groups were obtained from reports written by a team of Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement practice coaches between 6 months and 1 year following site visits. A key aim of the site visits was to understand local variation in the adoption and implementation of core model components and methods used by sites for improving outcomes of COMPASS. The site visit team interviews included the following topics: motivation to implement COMPASS, COMPASS’s alignment with the organization’s mission/values, integration with or complementarity to other care management initiatives, adaptations in other parts of health system due to COMPASS, barriers and successes encountered, successful approaches to patient self-management, response from the health system to the SCR, barriers/successes with the SCR, how the care team used and responded to QI data, and the sustainability of COMPASS. In addition to the care team interview, each medical group’s SCR was observed and follow-up questions about the process were asked of the full interdisciplinary team, including administrative leaders. Follow up one-on-one interviews were conducted to gain deeper insight and included the following categories of inquiry: team composition and processes; patient case finding; systematic case review and recommendations to the PCP team; registry and use of data for action; care transitions, including ED/hospital usage; and leadership.

The site visit and SCR interviews were developed based on coaching call experiences and with input from the COMPASS executive committee.

Additional data were collected from each medical group following qualitative analyses of initial site visit reports to provide further clarification and to expand on issues identified. The survey contained the following questions: (1) Have PCPs at your site had prior experience with care management programs similar to COMPASS? (2) How did prior experience with care management (or lack thereof) help/hinder implementation of COMPASS at your site? (3) Did you notice any change over time in how PCPs viewed COMPASS care at your site? (4) What has been the typical length of time that patients have been in COMPASS at your site? (5) What do you think is an appropriate length of time for patients to be in COMPASS care? (6) How did you transition patients back to usual care provided by primary care teams or other providers at your site, once you discharged them from COMPASS?

The site visit reports and follow-up surveys were designed to identify specific successes and challenges related to COMPASS implementation that were common or unique to the medical groups and that could provide guidance for further QI efforts. Although a formal implementation science framework was not used prospectively in the collection of the qualitative data, we found it informative to use multilevel framework from Chaudoir et al to categorize implementation measures that were identified.

**Analyses**

Considering the semistructured approach to the site visit and SCR interviews on a priori topics of interest, an inductive content analysis approach using memos was chosen. This approach is recommended when there are a priori theories, as opposed to a grounded theory approach where theory is expected to emerge from the data. Following the content analysis approach defined by Glaser & Laudel, we started with creating broad categories of data that were relevant to our research questions about implementation variation across sites. Author JMB, using Atlas.ti software, read and created 5 broad memos of site visit report content with supporting quotations (between site differences, COMPASS learning and impact to the health system, challenges to implementing COMPASS, background of CMs, and contributors to the site visit reports). These were reviewed with author AB, and more specific qualitative measures were identified that are reported below in the results. A second review of the data was conducted by JMB using the specific measures (eg, length of patient enrollment in COMPASS, registry use) and new memos with supportive quotations were created for each of these final measures. Starting broad and then narrowing down to more specific measures is a suggested approach to ensure that the intended
meaning of the information is not lost in the analysis.37

Results
Measures from the site visit reports and surveys are described below, organized from broader to narrower levels of implementation, that is, structural, organizational, provider, innovation, and patient, that are described in the implementation framework by Chaudoir et al.19

Structural and Organizational Level
Existing or New Challenges in the Organizational Environment of the Health System
The COMPASS model aligned with organizational goals to reduce unnecessary hospital and emergency department use and cost, to measure patient-reported outcomes related to pay-for-performance metrics, and among some health plans, to achieve quality of care ratings from national quality organizations (for example, National Committee for Quality Assurance) to which they were accountable. However, COMPASS implementation occurred during the initiation of the Accountable Care Act (ACA), resulting in a significant influx of new patients and problems with their access to care for many of the COMPASS sites. Some medical groups were also challenged with provider turnover within health systems as well as COMPASS leadership, and low morale among PCPs. Therefore, medical groups underestimated the length of time required to implement COMPASS, given the prevailing organizational and environmental pressures. As one medical group member mentioned: “To create and implement this model (COMPASS), 12 to 18 months is needed.” Another challenge to COMPASS was adequate compensation for program services, as medical groups characterized by a fee-for-service model had less flexibility in care delivery approaches because of the requirement that services (such as physician time for the SCR or phone-based CM services) be billable under current coding rules. One medical group member mentioned, “(There is) no incentive to do phone medicine.” Another mentioned that “There would need to be funding for Care Management. The biggest issue for us was the miscalculation of funding for care management.” The weekly SCRs with the CMs and consulting physicians were also not reimbursable yet believed to be valuable: “The team sees a great value in getting the consulting psychiatrist’s perspective and expertise. They hope to maintain this, but resources are an issue.” Finally, all medical groups mentioned that although effectiveness of the program to reach treatment targets was an important and expected outcome of COMPASS, “proven cost savings” would likely be required to maintain COMPASS after grant funding ended.

Prior or Concurrent Experiences with Care Coordination
A site lead that implemented COMPASS across multiple medical offices commented: “COMPASS was the first care coordination model in many medical offices.” Medical groups’ prior or concurrent experiences with care management was an indicator of their readiness for implementation of COMPASS. Some groups with existing CM programs initially viewed COMPASS as either a competing program or one requiring changes to existing CM programs, requiring more effort than implementing COMPASS de novo. For medical groups with concurrent CM programs, it was important to invest in coordination and partnership with these programs as well as highlight the ways COMPASS was unique and not repetitive, as mentioned at one medical group: “COMPASS is unique because it is deeper, more emotional, more holistic, and more patient centered.” A key distinction of COMPASS versus other CM programs was the patient-centered approach to goal setting (ie, lose weight, increase exercise, adhere to medications) and the use of a motivational interviewing approach to set collaborative goals with the patient.

Engagement with PCPs
A total of 1554 primary care clinicians from medical groups ranging in size from small (20 to 100 PCPs), to medium (101 to 200 PCPs), to large (201 to 1,000 PCPs) were eligible to enroll patients into COMPASS. Although the numbers of PCPs who referred patients to COMPASS were not formally tracked across sites, anecdotes from site visit reports suggested that referrals from PCPs varied substantially. A key measure from site visit reports and surveys was the level of engagement with local primary care teams, specifically on enrollment success, receipt of treatment recommendations from the SCR team, and continuation of COMPASS after grant funding ended. The level of PCP support was based on such factors as prior experience
with CCM models, the CM having valuable information about patients to share, PCP familiarity (and therefore trust) with the CMs, and positioning COMPASS as a PCP-led model versus a CM-led model (eg, PCPs had final approval of recommended changes to the treatment plan made by the clinic physicians consulting on the COMPASS program). One team described the process for gaining PCP input on recommendations from the CMs this way: “Different PCPs vary in referrals and acceptance of recommendations. Recommendations are generally a 1-way process without response from the PCP.”

Medical groups describing low engagement reported the reluctance of PCPs to cede some control of patient care to the COMPASS CM (placing more value on traditional medicine). There was also a perceived lack of benefit of CCM and proactive outreach based on identifying at-risk patients, or a perception about patient confidentiality concerns in a team-based model (ie, patient preference that only their doctor to know/talk about them). As one team commented: “This system is traditional in the respect of waiting for patients to access the health care system when needed, versus finding patients based on their medical conditions.”

More highly engaged medical groups were more likely to have an established culture of team-based care with shared medical records between departments. In these systems, CM input and suggestions and SCR recommendations were supported by PCPs with little resistance. Although having COMPASS physician champions was important in some medical groups, others had few physician champions, but did have a culture that supported team-based models and shared responsibility for patient care.

Some medical groups started with a high level of engagement, others started low and gained trust over time, and a few struggled with low engagement throughout. Several strategies were suggested to build engagement with primary care teams. These included having clear documentation of the COMPASS CM notes, including patient goals and a self-management plan that the PCP could easily see in the medical record, and ensuring that the CM was viewed as adding value and taking on work that would otherwise be done by the PCP or the PCP team versus adding to the PCP’s workload. Many sites discussed having to gain trust slowly by showing the primary care teams over time that COMPASS was an added benefit that helped PCPs monitor and implement the treatment plan between physician visits, improving care and saving time in the long run.

Team Dynamics
The SCR team was a new type of team for most medical groups, with an increased level of interaction between medical and behavioral health professionals. Teams that dedicated time to improving their own processes demonstrated improved team accountability for progress. Important team dynamics included cohesiveness, trust, and team members feeling like valued contributors. An increase in the sense of “teamness” did occur for some CM teams over time. (Claire Neely, personal communication) Teams also reported challenges with accountability for maintaining fidelity to a scheduled weekly SCR with the associated costs and time commitments, as well as questions regarding which specific aspects of the COMPASS model were critical for outcomes and which could be adapted as local needs emerged.

Provider Level
CM characteristics
The background and training of COMPASS CMs varied across sites and included nurses, social workers, psychologists, licensed professional counselors, and pharmacists. Regardless of licensure, several CM attributes were seen as essential to success in the COMPASS model, including the ability to establish rapport quickly with patients, ability to exercise independent judgment in clinical problem solving, awareness of local services, and prior experience with the population (eg, Medicaid, diabetes). Depending on background and training, some CMs focused more on depression care by using behavioral intervention strategies such as motivational interviewing and behavioral activation, whereas others focused more on treating medical conditions to target as a primary goal. One CM commented that she “feels that behavioral approaches are what I do all the time. My focus has always been more on behavior than on medications.”

Innovation Level
Patient Enrollment Length, Attainment of Clinical Targets, and Frequency/Content of Care CM Contacts
The COMPASS model was designed to be temporary, in that once goals had been reached and re-
lapse prevention plans were in place, the patient would be transitioned back to primary care. The model was not time limited, nor did it specify stringent requirements for patient transitions from enrolled to discharge to allow for local customization. The model recommended patients remain in the program until all targets were reached (PHQ9 <5, SBP <140 and diastolic blood pressure <90, HbA1C <8.0), and a maintenance/relapse prevention plan had been collaboratively developed with the patient. Average length of patient enrollment at each medical group varied from 1 to 26 months. Some medical groups set a time limit (typically 6 to 12 months) to maintain tight control on patient caseloads (one CM noting that COMPASS enabled a “focus on what can to be done to effectively transfer back to PCP teams, rather than maintain long-term in care management.”), but most kept patients enrolled for the program’s duration. A key factor in enrollment length was the medical complexity of patients. Some patients may have reached all of the COMPASS targets but still desired continued care management to ensure gains were maintained. Patients who were discharged as soon as they reached their targets were sometimes re-enrolled because they failed to maintain progress on their goals. This led most medical groups to lengthen enrollment and to develop different patient status categories that defined the intensity of contact: active, maintenance, lost to follow-up, and discharged.

Many SCR teams commented that although some patients did not attain all their COMPASS clinical targets, a number of patients felt successful in achieving improvements on those measures as well as achieving their own personal goals that were separate from but complementary to the COMPASS-defined clinical targets. SCR teams also felt that managing patients with advanced illness or multiple comorbidities (in addition to diabetes, depression, and cardiovascular disease) required longer term care management than the intended design of the COMPASS model. As one CM stated: “Patients have more comorbidity than just COMPASS conditions which lead to a more advanced disease state where it is hard to effect change.” These beliefs about the need for longer patient enrollment in COMPASS were born out in objective data (published elsewhere) showing that depression remission and response rates were generally lower in patients who were enrolled 3 months or fewer compared with patients enrolled for longer periods.15

A related issue was the frequency of CM contact with patients and the variation in the content of these contacts. Some medical groups only called patients to check in on their response to and adherence with medications. Others focused strongly on self-care improvement goals in calls (such as using motivational interviewing to elicit the patient’s own reasons for behavior changes related to diet, exercise, and other healthy activities). Regardless of CM content, those CMs who spent more time on COMPASS-related tasks had higher rates of depression improvement among their patients (results published elsewhere).35 Variation also occurred in the approach to difficult-to-reach patients: some SCR teams decided not to try to reach such patients or to discuss them in SCRs, whereas others took an aggressive approach to outreaching these patients.

Registry Use

The use of a CMTS to track and monitor patients’ progress yielded mixed results. The majority of medical groups used a CMTS developed by the Advancing Integrated Mental Health Solutions (AIMS) Center registry. Six medical groups developed their own CMTS, most of which were embedded in their EMRs. In either case, use of the CMTS by CMs for clinical management was generally low across medical groups, and was viewed more as a technology for data collection for the project than a clinical management tool. The CMs using the AIMS Center CMTS were required to document patient data in both the CMTS and in their EMRs, generating some resistance to this extra effort. Perhaps due to these experiences, and to how health systems decide on which IT aspects to sustain, few medical groups indicated an intention to continue using the COMPASS CMTS when the project was completed.

Despite the impediments to CMTS usage, there was general acknowledgment of the need for significant data infrastructure to quantify the degree to which program processes and outcomes were accomplished, and to tie these metrics to payment to provide adequate incentive to ensure that program costs were warranted. In addition, this measure identified the need for more intensive training and coaching of COMPASS teams to engage them in registry-based population management.
Use of QI Reports

Significant variation was observed in the use of the centrally produced QI reports, based on monthly submission of data from the medical groups. Most used the reports as is, a few did not use them at all, and a few made more abbreviated shadow reports. A few medical groups reported regularly using the QI reports to drive changes in the delivery of their program, though the lack of trend data limited their usefulness. The reports themselves went through several revisions to improve accuracy and clarity, although some CM teams had difficulty in interpreting the data and questioned its accuracy. However, the concerns identified with the reports did spark QI responses to address reasons for inaccurate data.

One of the more challenging decisions made by the COMPASS collaborative was to agree to complete transparency of data across sites. Numerous concerns were raised by the 18 medical groups, including 1) the need to keep what could be competitive information confidential, 2) fear that lower performers would be devalued by the group, and 3) concern that data would be used primarily for performance evaluation rather than for QI. To allay these concerns, an explicit agreement was written to address these issues. By sharing identified results among health care partners and their medical groups, specific processes associated with better outcomes could be identified, studied, and shared throughout the collaborative. This “early signal” property of the collaborative enabled identification of key challenges, such as the higher than expected social needs of this population, facilitating a consortium-wide discussion, and resulting in additional educational support for the CMs, and shared strategies.

Patient Level

Patients’ High Degree of Social Needs

In addition to medical and behavioral health needs, SCR teams noted a high degree of social needs among their patients, requiring additional time for helping arrange services related to transportation, food, and housing. Patients’ limited resources also led to an adoption of different means of contact at some medical groups, such as the use of phone appointments. Many CMs felt that motivational interviewing was a good tool to engage patients in goal setting that honored their needs and preferences. Site survey responses suggested that the use of one central CM to coordinate services for patients with complex needs resulted in more consistent feedback on treatment progress and increased patient satisfaction with their care.

The finding of a high degree of social needs among patients also prompted discussion of the need to modify the COMPASS model. Some medical groups used social workers as CMs and/or as an addition to the SCR team to facilitate patients’ access to community resources. As one put it: “(it is) nice to have a cross-pollinated team of people: somebody with a social work background can be effective and learn the medical components pretty quickly.”

Discussion

We used qualitative data to describe measures common and unique to health care systems that facilitated or impeded the large-scale implementation of COMPASS, a collaborative care model for patients with depression and comorbid diabetes and/or cardiovascular disease. These measures were categorized within a multilevel implementation framework to provide contextualization to other literature on the implementation of health innovations.

At the structural and organizational levels, the influx of new patients due to the start of the Accountable Care Act was an external pressure that slowed COMPASS implementation at all sites. Regulations and legislation have been identified as impediments to implementation in literature reviews of determinants of innovation within health care organizations. In addition, broader dissemination of COMPASS was a challenge faced by fee-for-service health systems because COMPASS CM services were not reimbursable. Developing reimbursement mechanisms (eg, procedure codes) to bill for multidisciplinary CM services to serve patients with depression and medical comorbidities is an important issue that warrants consideration by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services. Other site-specific organizational measures were sociocultural in nature, including turnover within medical groups, provider morale, provider engagement, and team cohesion. Problems in these areas slowed COMPASS adoption and implementation, hampered collaboration between providers and CM teams, and negatively impacted CM perfor-
mance. Staff turnover and capacity are organizational factors that also have been identified as implementation impediments. In addition, sites without CM experience were less prepared to implement COMPASS, whereas sites with CM experience had to adapt COMPASS to their existing CCM structure.

At the provider level, CM characteristics varied across sites by type of clinical training and licensure. Management of patients with depression and comorbid medical conditions required skills in both the behavioral health treatment (eg, motivational interviewing, behavioral activation) and medical management (eg, recommending treatment intensification to the PCP). Ceding of care to CMs by PCPs depended on providers’ trust in CMs and their general level of engagement with COMPASS. Where trust was established and engagement was high, PCPs valued behavioral health, social work, and medical management support from CMs.

The COMPASS innovation itself impacted the implementation process and varied across sites. For example, the length of patient enrollment and frequency of CM contacts were influenced by patient complexity. One lesson from implementing COMPASS was that the intended length and frequency of care management may have been underestimated given the complexity of the patient population. Site variation was also observed in the use of patient tracking registries and QI reports. Although these technology tools were regarded as necessary for population management and monitoring care processes and outcomes, more emphasis on the end-user experience would have helped to increase their ease of use and interpretability of data reports.

Finally, the high degree of patients’ social needs was a commonly identified measure across sites, requiring that CMs allocate additional time to arrange various social services for patients. Patients’ social needs and their complexity related to the combination of mental health and medical comorbidities also increased CM burnout. Site variation in addressing patients’ social needs included the use of social workers to facilitate access to community resources, use of motivational interviewing strategies to foster patient engagement, and use of phone appointments and centralized CM services to reduce patient costs.

In summary, our descriptive analysis identified commonalities as well as substantial variation in the implementation of COMPASS components across medical groups. Although variation in the implementation of health care innovations may be viewed as undesirable, it often reflects adaptation and tailoring of intervention components to fit resources and limitations of local practices. Adaptation of innovations is increasingly viewed as a necessary condition for the success of implementation efforts. Our findings were also consistent with those from similar studies of collaborative care implementation that highlight the importance of teamwork and collaboration, CM clinical skills, physician engagement, and patient data tracking for quality monitoring.

Results from this qualitative description of COMPASS implementation may be useful to determine important areas of focus for future CCM implementation planning efforts, including:

1) Adjusting implementation timelines to realistically account for unanticipated factors external and internal to health care systems, for example, changes in health care policy, provider and leadership turnover, and practice disruption resulting from CCM implementation;

2) Fostering provider engagement in the CCM model (eg, communicating its benefit in improving outcomes for their complex patients) and investing in strategies to enhance provider morale to build CM team trust and cohesion. The use of practice coaches may be one approach to facilitate engagement and team cohesion;

3) Ensuring CM teams are comprised of members with adequate training and experience in behavioral intervention techniques, clinical management skills (eg, treat to target approaches), and knowledge of community resources to address patients’ social needs;

4) Establishing specific criteria for the length of patient enrollment in care management and providing an adequate frequency of CM contacts for more complex patients;

5) Collaborating early with end users to develop user-friendly patient-tracking registries and interpretable QI and outcomes management reports.
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